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ExecutÍve Summary

The feasibility study presents justification for the infrastructure investment foreseen within the
project ,,lmprovement of border crossing point Terehova - Burachki" (furtheremore - projea)
funded by Latvia-Russia cross border cooperation programm e 2OL4-2020. The project is being
promoted by the Applicant - Latvian State Joint Stock Company "State Real Estate" in partnership
with the State Committee of the Pskov region for economic development and investment policy
(Partner 2). The Associate partner of the project is the State Revenue Service of the Republic of
Latvia.

The border regions of Latvia and Russia, Latgale and Pskov region, lag behind in terms of socio-
economic development compared to other regions of Latvia and Russia due to their geographic
location being situated too far from the national centres (Riga and St.Peterburg). lt is believed
that one of the drivers for growth will come from closer cooperation and integration of the
border regions which can be facilitated by decreasing obstacles and improving efficiency of
border crossing capacity.

The infrastructure of border crossing points (furthermore -BCP) is important for the border
regions of Latvia and Russia, as well as for the EU in terms of transport flows, trade and mobility
of persons to maintain good relationships and ensure employability. However, the potentiat for
development is hindered by the insufficient capacity of the border crossing points, resulting in
financial losses of transport companies and time delays for persons trying to cross the border.

BCP "Terehova- Buracki" is the busiest point of all four road BCP-s at the Latvian - Russian border,
59'L5% of alltransport vehicles that crossed Latvia - Russia road border chose BCp'Terehova,,
for crossing the border in 2016. The existing flow of transport vehicles 1.7 times exceeds the
designed throughput capacity of BCP 'Terehova". Control buildings were built in 1997 and
designed for much lower throughput capacity, the layout of rooms is not suitable for the specific
and modern control equipment, the location of the customs deep inspection hangar does not
allow to apply the correct control technology, that consequently causes a threat of safety for
pedestrians. At the same time there are no solutions found for changing the designation of lanes
and speeding up the flow during rush hours and damaged pavement caused by too intensive flow
of cargos risking to break vehicles.

The project aims at improving basic customs and border control infrastructure of BCp 'Terehova,,
to increase the capacity and efficiency of the controls, improve safety for border crossing persons
and the personnel, improve their working conditions, thus making the border crossing more
efficient for transport vehicles and persons willing to cross the border at BCp "Terehova (Latvia)
- Burachki (Russia)".

The necessity for full reconstruction of BCP "Terehova" was already identified in the "Report on
the development of border crossing points on the state border of Latvia Republic and Russia
Federation", adopted by the Decision of the the Cabinet of Ministers of Latvia (No.L4, 25.S) of
L3th March 20L2. However, this project is only the first step of the modernisation activities
planned and the Applicant believes that these investments funded by Latvia-Russia cross border
cooperation programme20t4-2020 will be followed by other investments. The total need for
investments at BCP lerehova" is estimated to be around L4.2 milj. euro.

The feasibility study analyses various aspects of the project concept, describes the investments
in detail, and justifies them. Detailed description of the results is offered as well as option for
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possible alternative weighing them against the following principles: priority and political,
technical, financial feasibility. There is a special chapter devoted to compliance to European and
national development documents, as well as legislation including compliance to the Shengen
Border Code which is an additional benefit for the chosen alternative.

1. Project Background Analysis

Lt. Socio economic contex of Latgale region

L.L.1,. Location of investments

The investments will be done in Zelesje parish, Zilupe local municipality, the Latgale region in the
state owned property of BCP "Terehova". The entrusted manager of the state property is SJSC

"State Real Estate". The investments are planned in the following land plot: Nr. 6896 006 0025.

See the map below in picture 1.
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Picture L The place of investments and the area of influence, mop of cross border points on the
Latv i a - Ru ssi a, Latv i o - Be I a ru s bo rd e r.

Latgale is the region of Latvia located in the east of the country, bordering with Lithuania in the
South, Russia in the East, Belarus in the South-East. The area of Latgale region is 14.5 thousand
square kilometres. Latgale region is the most remote region off the largest development centre

- Riga, the capital of Latvia. lt takes 4 hours driving by car to get to the capital.

1.1,.2. Population
The population of Latgale in the beginning of 2OL1- was 304 thousand people. But in 20L7 the
population has decreased down to 27Q thousant persons, see the table L.
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20LL 20L2 20L3 20L4 2015 20L6 20L7
Population Population Population Population Population Population Population

:*i: 304 e86 zss 176 2s2 674 286 z3B 28i. s81 276 ss. 27o ztLregton

Toble 1 Populotion in Latgale region for 20L7-20L7, døta taken from the Latvian Central Statistical
bureau.

lf we compare with other regions, the Latgale region is in the most critical situation. Also in other
regions there ís a decrease of population experienced, the population is increasing only in the
Riga region dueto internal migration of rural inhabitantstothe capitalof Riga in search of work,
but Latgale region is in the worst situation. The decrese in 201"6 is2.3%(6.3 thousand)that is 0.3
Yo more than in 2OL5, see chart L .
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Chart 7 The changes in population in the statistical reQions of Latvia in 2016, the chort taken from
the Latvia n Ce ntral Støtistical burea u.

The main development centres in Latgale are Daugavpils (84 592) and Rezekne (28174),lesser
development centres being Livani (7343), Kraslava (9tL4l, Ludza (8071) and preili (6522). The
closest development centres to BCP "Terehova" is Ludza and Rezekne. Rezekne, one of the
largest development centres in Latgale, shows the greatest decrease of population in 20 j.6 - t.g%
(5L8 persons). As the result the region is rather rather scarcely populated with the density 19
persons per 1- km2 in 20L7 only.

1.1.3. Economic development and availability of qualified working force

Latgale region is responsible for about 8% of Gross Domestic product of Latvia. The main
branches are food production industry, transport, logistics and transport, as well as wholesale
and retail trade. The number of registered enterprises continues growing in the Latgale region
but it is still insufficient. Table 2 shows economic activity of the population in the regions of Latvia
in terms of number of enterprises. None of the regions can compete with the Riga region but the
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Latgale region is lagging behind the others, i.e., Latgale shows the lowest economic activity per
L000 inhabitants.

The number of economically active statistical market units as by the
form of activity in 2013

The number
of individual
traders and
commercial
companies
per L000

inhabitants
in 2013

Total Self
employed
persons

lndividual
traders

Comercial
companies

The
number
of farms

and

fishermen

Nr. per
1-000

inhabitants

Riga

region 900s1 2L461 3 L38 63 730 L722 82.5 61.3

Vidzemes
region L5254 6782 82s 5 076 2 57L 68.5 26.s
Kurzeme
region I7738 7 585 1 412 6 483 2258 6L.8 27.5

Zemgale
region 14820 5 730 L I71 5 567 2352 55.2 25.t
Latgale

region 1_81_60 9 324 1,437 4936 2 463 56.6 L9.9

Latvia 156023 50 882 7 983 85792 11 366 7L.2 42.8

Toble 2 The economic activity in the regions of Lotvia, the source of informøtion - The State
regionaldevelopment ogency, published at http://www.latqale.lvflv/business/ ekonomika.

The average monthly salary (bruto) in the Latgale region constitutes only 690/o of the
average national monthly salary. ln accordance to the Labour Force Survey done in 2016 by the
Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, the highest number of active population is in Riga region, i.e.,

34%of the total active population of Latvia in2OL6. The highest activity rate was also observed
in Riga region (70.7%1, whereas the lowest - in Latgale region (64.7%1. lt is affected by age,

gender and education level attained. The territorial breakdown shows that the lowest
employment rate was in Latgale region, it has also the slowest employment rate rise among the
other regions. ln 20L6,53.4% of Latgale population was employed, which is only 4.5% points

more than in 20L0. (ln comparison with Riga region, since 2010 the employment rate in Riga has

grown by 7L.4 percentage points but in Pieriga region - by L2 percentage points). ln 201-6 the
average unempoyment rate in Latvia was 9.6%o, the lowest rate was in Pieriga region - 6.4%buf.
the highest rate in the Latgale region -17.5%. What is reallyspecific aboutthe Latgale region -
the unemployment rate of males was 2O.5% but the unemployment rate of females was 14.3%

there. The other regions do not show so large differences. lf we analyse the working force of
cross border points then there are more male then female representatives among the personnel

of control instirutions and maintenance due to the fact that the work is physically difficult and

belongs to the law enforcement shere that has tradicionally been male-dominated area. The

investments in improvement of working places will leave a posive impact on employability of
male persons in the Latgale region.

ln order to provide extra stimuli for the growth of economic activity, the Law on Latgale

Special Economic Zone (SEZ) was issued on Lgth May 2016, coming in force on 20th June 201.6.

The goal of the new Law is to promote development of Latgale region by attracting investments
in production and infrastructure development to create new working places. lt means that
companies starting or moving their businesses here can be offered diffrerent benefits like tax
holidays, councelling services, etc. There are no special territories set but it is envisaged that the
SEZ territories that will be set will constitute up to 72 735 ha or 5% of the total area of the region.
The prime goal is to promote production, invest in favourable business environment but the
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experts say that it can have a posive impact on the tourism development as well, by providing
favourable conditions for business start ups and it is expected that new hotels will be built,
catering service enterprises created. This law does not refer to Rezekne because there was
special Rezekne SEZ established already on l't October L997 due to Rezekne's special location at
the road and railroad crossroads. The existence of two higer educational establishments,
professional educational establishments in Daugavpils and Rezekne is also an advantage for
educating future entrepreneurs. ln order to have SEZ territories attractive to foreign ¡nvestors,
accessibility of SEZ zones on motorroads without delays in the border crossing points is a very
critical factor. Companies from China, Assia, Kazahstan, Russia, Europe can locate their
production and service businesses there but there should be a possibility to cross the Latvia/EU
border - Russia in an efficient way. The border should not be the obstacle for the companies to
exploit the benefits of SEZ status.

I.2. The border crossing points on latvian-Russian border

ln accordance with the bilateral agreements between the Republic of Latvia and Russian
Federation as well as respective national documents, there are the following border crossing
points on the border of Russian Federatíon and the Republic of Latvia:

Name and location (Republic of Latvia) Name and location (Russian Federationl
1. Rood border crossing poÍnts
Vientuli (Vilaka county)*
Grebneva (Karsava county)
Terehova (Zilupe county)
Pededze (Aluksne county)**
2. Railway border border crossing
checkpoints
Karsava (Karsava county)

Ludonka (Pitalovo district of Pskov region)
Ubilinka (Pitalovo district of Pskov region)
Burachki (Sebezh district of Pskov region)
Brunishevo (Pechori district of Pskov region )*

Skangali (Pitalovo district of Pskov region)
Zilupe (Zilupe cou ntv) Posin (Sebezh district of Pskov on )

*Reconstruction of Vientuli CBP and Brunishevo CBP was accomplished in the project funded by the Latvia-Estonia-
Russia cross border cooperation programme 2017-20L4 of the European Neighbourhood lnstrument
**Only border control provided, no customs control available.

1.3. The flow of traffic across Latvian-Russian border

ln accordance to to the data provided by the Latvia State Customs Service the total flow of
transport vehicles that crossed Latvia-Russia and Russia - Latvia road border in 2016 was 590 L44
out of which59.L5% crossed the border at BCP "Terehova". The total number of persons wasg72
24L of which 59.90% chose BCP "Terehova", see table 3.

lncoming and
outgoing transport
vehicles across [V-
RU road border 20t4 2015 2016

Terehova CBP 41_1005 353067 349061

Grebnevas CBP 186098 139998 L47216

vientuli cBP 115s82 96327 93867

Total 7t2685 s89392 5901.44

lncomíng and
outgo¡ng
persons across
[V-RU road
border 20t4 2015 2Aß

Terehova CBP 669773 466422 582396

Grebnevas CBP 238502 231848 2609L2

vientulicBP 754324 t30622 L28933

Total 1061999 828892 972241



Table 3 The flow of trønsport vehicles and pesons across Lotvia - Russio, Russia -Latvio border as

by the cross border points where costoms control is offered (doto provided by the State Revenue

service of Lotvia).

lf we compare the data of the previous years (201.4 and 2015) then there is an increase in

reference to 20L4 but decrease in reference to 2OL5. ln 2015 BCP 'Terehova" accounted for for
59.89% (O.74% less)transport vehicles of the total number. ln 2016 BCP "Terehova" accounted

for 57.67% transport vehicles of the total number and it means that since 20L4 the share of CBP

'Terehova" has increased by L.48o/o. As regards the flow of persons, the share of BCP "Terehova"
has increased from 56.27% in 2OL4 up to 59.90% in 20L6 even despite the fact that the newly
reconstructed BCP "Vientuli" was opened on 8th February 20L6. lt only proves that BCP

"Terehova" will always be the busiest point of all border crossing points where customs control
is provided, even despite the outworn infrastructure and inefficient control procudures including
the long waiting time for trucks.

1.4. The situation with the network of border roads in Latvia and Russia

L.4.1". The border road projects in Latvia accomplished and planned for the time period 2OL6-

2019

ln accordance to the presentation of SJSC "Latvia State Roads" on L7th May 2016, see

picture 2, there are considerable investments made as regards border road infrastructure until
20L6, as well as there are still investments planned until 2019. The largest investments were just

done in reference to A12 leading to BCP 'Terehova".

The construction works Jekabpils-Rezekne-Ludza-the border of Russia (412) were finished in

summer 20L6 and the reconstruction was done in two steps for the length of 72.78 -83.0 km and

83.0 -96.6 km. Both projects were funded by the Cohesion fund and the total price for the
reconstruction works constituted: 4.922mi|'j. euro (4L2 km 72.78-83.00) un 7,552 mtlj. euro l\l2
km 83.00-96.00), including VAT. There is 5 year guarantee for the construction works. Although
there are still road sections of Al2that are not reconstructed yet (see marked blue road section

in the picture 2) but the reconstruction works will be accomplished by 2OL9.
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. The projects

that were finished until
2016

The projects that
are planned to be
finished by 2019

Potential roads

for cross border
cooperation, the funding
is searched for.

Picture 2 The situation of border roods in Latvio, information taken from the presentqtion of SJSC

"Latvio State Roods" on 7Vh May 2016.

ln accordance to the information provided by the SJSC "Latvia State Roads" in its presentation at
the Latvian-Russian transport working group in June 2OL6, see picture 3:

' Construction of BCP "Vientuli" was finished in 20L6, the conceptual design project
eleborated for reconstruction of P35 road with 3 lanes at the length of 0.5 km and 5 lanes
before the very BCP "Vientuli".

' The conceptual design project elaborated for reconstruction of 4L3 road with 3 lanes at
the length of 2 km and 5 lanes before the very BCP "Grebneva".

' Technical design project elaborated for reconstruction of A12 road envisaging 4lanes at
the length of L.7 km and 6 lanes before the very BCP "Terehova" (for the road section
that was not reconstructed yet at the very CBP).

412 continues into M9 "Baltic road" conncecting CBP "Burachki" with Moscow, the capital
of Russia Federation. There are no restriction as regards traffic flow nor weight for vehicles for
M9, there are no sections of road where one should pay a fee. That is partly the reason why
cargo vehicles choose BCP "Terehova- Burachki" to cross Latvian -Russian border more than BCP

"Grebneva-Ubilinki" where you have to pay a fee for using a road section there. Besides
traditionally the direction to Moscow has higher traffic intensity than that goint to St.Petersburg.
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L.4.2. Traffic intensity of Al2 national road goingto BCP 'Terehova - Burachki"
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Picture 4 The intensity of traffic on the notional roads of Latvia, information taken from the
presentotion of SISC "Latvio State Roods" in 20L6.
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ln accordance to the information of SJSC "Latvia State Roads", the average traffic intensity
on the road of Latvia is 1184 transport vehicle per day, the traffic intensity on road Aj.2 at BCp
"Terehova" exceeds the average traffic intensity (L273 vehicles per day on average).

The proportion of cargo vehicles is around 20% (237 trucks) on average on Latvian roads
but as regards the traffic intensity of cargo vehicles on A12 road at BCp "Terehova", the traffic
intensity of truck_s is much hig_her and is more than 34o/o (4LS trucks per day).
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Picture 5 The intensity of trucks on the nationol roads of Lotvio, information taken from the
presentation of SISC "Latvio State Roads" in 2016.

The intensity of cargo vehícles on 412 is one of the reasons why it is so important to reconstruct
BCP "Terehova" in order to increase the transport thoughput there and eliminate the existing
obstacles for efficíent transport flow and decrease safety problems here, at the same time
safeguarding the national economics.

I.4'3' The importance of Latvian-Russian border to ensure transport infrastructure connections
in Europe

lf we look at Latvian-Russian border from European perspective, it is an important segment of
the transport infrastructure connecting the EU and the Russian Federation. Latgale region of
Latvia and Pskov region of Russia hosts a multimodal TEN-T transport corridor Ventspils-Riga-
Moscow belonging to the Northern axis of the Trans-European Networks. The Northern axis
connects the northern EU with Norway to the north and with Belarus and Russia and beyond to
the east. Picture 6 shows how the project areas relate to the Northern Axis of the TEN-T network.
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Latvian-Russian border is very important in terms of traffic and people flow between the EU and

Russia.

2. Justification of the profect

2.1. The goals of the project

The overall objective of the project is to eliminate bottlenecks for efficient mobility of persons

and goods across the Latvian - Russian border addressing low quality of basic control
infrastructure and lack of information on border crossing issues. The project lays basis for making
the SEZ territories of the Latgale region more accessible.

The specific objectives are:
o The project aims at improving basic control infrastructure of BCP "Terehova" to make

border crossing more efficient for light vehicles and cargos, as well as persons willing to
cross the border at BCP "Terehova (Latvia) - Burachki (Russia)". The specific focus will be
paid to efficiency of customs and border controls.

o The other project objective is to increase awareness of Latvia-Russia border crossing
persons (travellers, vehicle drivers, businessmen, local inhabitants visiting their relatives,
etc.) on legal, practical and security issues to make the Latvian-Russian border crossing
more efficient and comfortable, avoid delays and financial losses.

Relevance of the goals to the objectives of the Latvian-Russian cross border cooperation
programme2O1.4-2O2O

2.2.
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The strategic goal of the Programme is to support joint efforts for addressing cross border
development challenges and promote sustainable use of the existing potentialof the area across
the border between Latvia and Russia. The investments made in Latgale region to eliminate the
obstacles for efficient border crossing in search of work, to meet business pàrtn"rr, to transport
the production made in Latgale sEZ territory to Assia, Kazhstan, uzbekistan and Russia, to support
tourism activities would considerably increase the potential of Latgale region.

The project is in line with the priority of the Programme "Promotion of border management and
border security, mobility and migration management" with the goalto increase the throughput
capacity of existing border crossing points through the development of BCp infrastructure and
border management procedures. The infrastructure of BCP 'Terehova" will be renewed and the
border management procedures ímproved by eliminating risks to traffic safety, by optimising the
usage of the existing territory and investing in the efficiency of the border an customs controls.

The project aims at achieving both indicators of the programme:
o lmproved competence level and skills of tand border crossing personnel (achieved by

the organised experience exchange events and a site visÍt to the reconstructed
premises);

o lncreased throughput capacity of the border crossing points by improved infrastructure.

see detailed analyses of the resurts and outputs of the project in 3.3.

2'3' compliance of the proiect goals to the European and Latvian national and regional
development programmes and legislative acts

2.3.L. compliance to the legislation of European commission

The investments planned in the control zone, reconstruction of the existing controt pavilions and
sheds, enlargement for the last incoming lane to serve non-standard cargos, improvement of
lighting in the control zone, installation of electronic bitlboards with the purpose to change
designation of lanes in specific will allow to fulfill the demands outlined for the followilg
legislative acts:

The project is in line with the Regulation (EU) 2016/399 of the European parliament and of the
Councilof 9 March 20L6 on a Union Code on the rules governingthe movement of persons across
borders (Schengen Borders Code) with specific focus to Article L0 that highlights the demand for
the participating countries to ensure adequate throughput capacity to correspond to the actual
traffic flow, have separate lanes and information on signs.

The project complies with the following recommendations of the Schengen Catalogue and the
Schengen Borders Code:

Recommendations of the
Code

ment by the project at BCp lerehova,,Fulfil

35. lnfrastructure at border
crossing points, inter alia number
of booths and lanes, premises
should be tailored according to

r flow uantity andass

The reconstruction of th
enlargement of them) a

e existing six control booths (i.e.
nd re-planning their location in

the controlling zone, i.e., to have pockets for cars with
identified problems to be diverted aside at the same

ess. That willtime not st tn the overall control
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qual¡ty), taking the assessment of
future developments ¡nto account

allow for simultaneous controls of more cars at a time
on lanes thus leading to speeding up the controlling
process of passengers and providing for an opportunity
to cope with an increased flow of cars and passengers

in future. At the same time the re-planning of the
controlling zone will allow to separate the car from
passengers' controls.
ln reference to the expected future development of the
flow of trucks it is planned to build a new building for
deep inspection of customs control that will allow to
double the inspection capacity. Currently, only one

truck can be inspected at a time in the old deep

inspection hangar. ln future, the premises will allow to
inspect two trucks and one car at a time to be

thoroughly inspected from above and under. Taking

into account the restrictions of the area, the number of
lanes (9 lanes in both directions) will not be increased

but the new sheds will be equipped with electric

billboards in order to change the designation of the
lanes. ln peak hours and holidays the lanes for tucks will
be converted into lanes for cars and passengers to cope

with the increased flow of holiday makers whereas in

the working days more lanes will be devoted to cargo

vehicles.

The project complies with the Commission Regulation (EU) No 952/2013 of the European

Parliament and the Council of 9 Octobe r 2OL3laying down the Union Customs Code, Article L58

laying down provisions regarding customs declaration of goods and customs supervision of
Union goods and provisions of Article 14L "Acts deemed to be a customs declaration" of
Commision Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/2446 of 28 July 20L5 supplementing Regulation

(EU) No 952/20L3 of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards detailed rules

concerning certain provisions of the Union Customs Code, which underlines the necessity to
differentiate between "goods to declare" and "nothing to declare".

2.3.2. Compliance to Latvian nat¡onal legislation and development programmes

64. Facilities for carrying out
through checks for vehicles
separated from lanes

W¡th the help of electric billboards allowing to change

the designation of the lanes, it will ensure compliance
with the provision 59 of the Schengen Code, which was
previously very problematic in peak hours.

59. Separated lanes for EU, EEA and

CH citizens and third-country
nationals.

37. Control booths should face the
passengers and be in higher
position to allow easy profiling,
with all the necessary equipment
and good lighting.

The new control booths in the control zone will allow

for extra space for installation of equipment to check

electronic passports with the feature for assessing

biometric data, which was previously not possible. The

existing control booths are too small to install

equipment there at all. The lighting in the controlling
zone will be considerably improved. The new booths

will have larger space to ensure joint efficient controls

by officers of customs and border guard services and for
passengers to undergo biometric data inspection.
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The project fulfills the tasks stated by the Protocol decision of the Cabinet of Ministers of Latvia
Republic on "Report on Development of cross border points on the border of latvia Republic
and Russia Federation" (prot. No.14 25.5) issued on 1.3th March 2OI2in reference to 3.3.4. and
3.3.5.subpoints. The protocol decision gives the task to start modernisaton activities at BCp
lerehova" in the nearest future after the law court processes on land properties and sets the
main goals:

o to modernise incoming flow in order to prevent illegal immigration, smuggling of
drugs, weapons, radioactive substances and illegal goods, as well as invasion of
dangerous plants and animal diseases into Republic of Latvia and the European Union,
as well as ensure internal security, fight with cross border crime, secure economical
border and promote international trade (3.3.4.)

o To modernize outgoing flow in order to promote increase in export goods, in the
direction of Russia thus creating favourable conditions for the areas of Latvia
(including ports)to be uses as the bases for international and nationaltransit, logistics
and commerce (3.3.5.)

The majority of the project's actions will be refered to the incoming flow in order to safeguard
the Latvian and European Uninon border and make the controls more efficient not only in
reference to time but also in reference to quality and quantity. The deep inspection hangar will
double the capacity of customs countrol only for the incoming flow. The majority of asphalt
replacement works will also be undertaken there. However reconstruction of the controlzone:
renovation of the control pavilions, the sheds, electronic billboards will be done for both flows
- incoming and outgoing flow. Thus, this project contributes to both goals.

The project complies with Concept on lntegrated state border management for 2013 - 2O1B
approved by the LR Cabinet of Ministers Regulation No.667 on 18th December 2013 which
highlights the main types of identified threats on the Latvia - Russian state border:

o Terrorism
o lllegal immigration;
o Cross border crime;
. Drug transportat¡on;
o trafficing;
o Transportation of stolen vehicles;
o Smuggling of goods;
o Bribery
o Economic risks of the external borders in Europe;
o Radiation risks;
o Public health hazards.

The Concept supports implementation of the 1st solution, i.e., implementation of 4level
approach to the controls (activities in third countries, cooperation with neighboring countries,
border control, the controlling measures for free movement including forced return). One of the
tasks included in the stategy is - to take infrastructure modernisation activities, infarastucture
maintenance and increase of control personnel. The conception writes that "one should continue
development of cross border points on the land border with the prime goal to increase the
throughput cpacity and undertake modernisation activities to correspond to the versatile
inspection requírements. An important pre-condition to reach the modernisation goals for the
sake of travellers and transport companies is coordinated and as synchronic as possible
development of cross border po¡nts together with the responsible institutions of Belarus and
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Russia". The project being implemented in partnership with Russian partner will be in line with
the Conception'goals.

The project's proposal is in line with the Sustainable Development strategy of Latvia until 2030
referring to many priorities:

a Sustainable Management of Natural Values and Services;

The Strategy highligts the following negative tendencies in Latvia: there is air pollution created
by transport, amount of household waste, intensity of the use of fossil energy is increasing,

reduction in natural diversity and climate change. Economic activities and excessive consumption
by people causes ever increasing inflow of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and depletion of
natural resources (249). There are the following infrastructure modernization activities planned

in the project - reconstruction of the existing waste water treatments plant and improvement of
heating system to have be more efficient and energy saving.

o Spatial development perspective

The project contributes to the following goals of the priority:
- to create equal life and work conditions for all inhabitants regardless of the place of

residence by facilitating entrepreneurship in regions, developing transport and

communication infrastructure and public services,

- To strengthen international competitiveness of Latvia and its regions by increasing the
role of Riga as metropolis of Northern Europe and international role of other largest cities

of the state and to preserve the originality of Latvia - the diverse natural and cultural
heritage, typical and unique landscapes.

The project contributes to the sustainable and balanced development of the territory of Latvia,

attaining full use of the economic potential of the region and improvement of the quality of life
of inhabitants. The project aims to invest in:
a) accessibility and mobility possibilities,

b) settlement as the economic development, human life and work environment.

The investments in Latgale, the region lagging behind, will make the area more accessible and

competitive on nat¡onal and international scale. lnvestments in cross border infrastructure can

be considered as a growth factor for the territory. Facilitated cross border crossing can open a

way for a wide range of services to be offered cross border. CBP "Terehova"' is an important
working place for the local labour market and investments to improve the working conditions for
200 employees of the contlrolling services is an important aspect to promote sustainability of the
region. See the table below on the future "spatial Structure of Latvia" as pictured in the Latvia

Sustainable Development strategy until 2030:
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Picture 7 Future Spotial Structure of Latvia os by the Sustainable Development strategy of Latvio
until 2030

By investíng in BCP "Terehova" we will ensure better accessibility of Latvian ports (Riga, Ventspils
ans Liepaja) and airports (Riga) to Latgale region and Moscow. Good internal accessibílity without
barriers to cross the border with Russia is a decisive development factor for Latgale region. The
strategy highlights the importance of external accessibility "(283) The development of the
infrastructure of motorways, railways (Trans-European Transport Network or TEN-T), ports and
airports of international significance has a substantial role in improvement of external
accessibility of Latvia. lt would ensure the possibility for Latvia to develop successfully as a
significant transit country, the bridge between the EU states, Asia, Russia and the nearest
neighbouring countries, as well as to serve as a link between two economic regions of Europe -
Eastern Europe and Northern Europe - in the space of the Baltic Sea Region. Upon development
of international co-operation, Latvia should become the most advantageous and attractive
transit path for the flow of goods from Russia and Asia to other EU states and více versa,,. BCp
"Terehova" is situated on the TEN-T road A12 and the investments in improvement of the road
surface are to be considered as investments in providing external accessibility.

The project is ¡n line with the following stategical objectives of the National Development plan
of Latvia fo¡ 2OL4-2O2O,

t Strategic objective "Outstanding Business Environment", Goal 2 ,'Ensure the
international accessibility of Latvia". The project will contribute to the
outcome of cargo turnover in the major ports, see table 4.

20L4
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2017 2020 2030



80 80 98 98 116 >110 >140

Tobte 4 The information copied from National Development Plon of Lotvia for 2074 - 2020,

(L48)item.

a The project is in line with the Strategic objective "Promotion of Economic

Activity in the Regions: Unleashing the Potential of Territories", with specific

focus to the individual measure (392) Cross-border and near-border

cooperation aimed at greater economic activity (Target area: border

regions).

Cargo turnover 67,4
in the major
ports

The project complies with the Basic directions for transport development in Latvia 2OL4 -

2020 envisaging development of the basic TEN-T network and its connect¡ons. BCP 'Terehova"

is very important element to ensure development of TEN -T network connections and lead to
the increase in turnover in Latvian ports - Ventspils, Riga and Liepaja.

2.3.3. Compliance to the regional development programmes of Latgale

Latgale Strategy until 2030

One of the priority for Latgale Stategy is to ensure "Latgale connections (roads, railway,

airports, corss border points, telecommunications)" by supponing the following aspects:

o Accessibility of development centres;
r Transport corridors East-West, South - North by road and by railway

(multimodal access);
o Railway conncection to Riga from Rezekne and Daugavpils (in 2 hours);

r The conncetion of Daugavpils airport to Riga, Minska, St Peterburg, Vilna and

other EU cities;
o The project of Eastern lane;
o The existing cross border points with Russia and Belarus and errection of

new border crossing points;
o Widlane lnternet connection for the whole territory.

Latgale Programm e 2OilO-2OL7

Latgale development programme has the priority "Transport corridors and EU Eastern border"

and set the following goals (32L):

o To enhance development of entrepreneurship in the cities of Rezekne, Ludzas,

Krãslavas, Daugavpils, Balvi and ensure good connections with Riga.

r To ensure development of quality, safe, integrated and efficient transport system in the
direction of

- East-West;
- South-North;
- Riga-Daugavpils.
o To ensure high quality, safe, integrated and competitive transport systems.

o To update the existing cross border points and errect new cross border points (centre of
customs and logistics in Paternieki, Kraslava country, CBP "Vientuli", in Vilakas county.
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2.4. Description of the problems

There are the following problems ídentified at BCp ,,Terehova,,:

o lnadequacy of the basíc control infrastructure to the existing flow of transport

CBP "Terehova" was designed for 350 transport vehicles per day in L997. lf we analyse the
existing transport flow at CBP lerehova", the existing flow more than 1.7 times exceeds the
designed capacity. The annual throughput of buses, cars, trucks and persons is rather stable at
CBP "Terehova" even despite of the economical sanctions. ln 20L6 there is an increase in number
of cars and ersons seen in, see table 5.

Toble 5 The flow of tronsport ond persons ot CBP "Terehovo" in accordance to the doto of the
State Revenue Service of the Republic of Latvia.

BCP "Terehova" has always excelled with the.longest waiting time for cargos among other BCp-s
resulting in losses not only for international but also local and regional transport companies and
producers. Consequently, it increases the costs for goods and services. See Chart 2 on the rows
of trucks before BCP "Terehova" to cross the Latvian-Russian borde r in 2Ot3-2016. Despite the
opportunities to access resources, the local companies decide not to cooperate on both sides of
the border considerin the ex h ical barriers create d by the border

Chart 2 The rows of trucks before BCP "Terehovo" to cross the Lotvian-Russion border in 20J.3-
201-6 in accordance to the doto of the the State Border Guards of the Republic of Latvia.

Cars Trucks Busses PersonsYear
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201.4 97537 105583 98 050 107904 976 955 319805 349 368

2015 100565 LO45tL 65670 809s9 687 675 280277 301 291
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There are normally no rows for cars but there are periods usually before national holidays like

Christmas, Easter or in summer time when there are rows of cars as well. That impacts mobility
of persons and their options to search employment is limited. See chart 3 showing the maximum

figures of the cars and trucks waiting in the queue in 2016 as by decades.
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Chart 3 Moximum showings of the number of trucks and cals waiting in the queue to cross Lotvian

-Russian border in 2016 by decades, the data of the State Border Guards of the Republic of Lotvio.

One of the main reasons for low throughput of BCP "Terehova" is inadequacy of basic control

infrastructure. lt is not possible to change the designation of lanes in order to speed up the
controls for the cars in peak hours. ff the control personnel decide to divert the traff¡c of cars to
the lane for trucks, the Shengen Border Code Regulation for separated lanes for EU, EEA and CH

citizens and third-country nationals and/or the Community Customs Code, AArticle 233 is

violated.

lnadequacy of basic control infrastructure to the existing modern technological demands

to safeguard national economy and EU border
a

CBP "Terehova" was built in L997 when there was other economical situation and other demands

for the planning of the control buildings, less control technologies and transport flow, other
situation in the world as regards terrorism, illegal immigration and smuggling risks. Nearly all

buildings including the main control building for customs services and control pavilions of BCP

"Terehova" were built in 1997 designed for much lower controlling and throughput capacity. The

existing demands for layout of rooms to operate the specific controlling equipment cannot be

fulfilled. There is no room in the existing control pavilions to chair biometric data inspection

equipment thus impeding efficient mobility of persons.

The existing customs control building for deep inspection allows for only one cargo vehicle

inspection at a time, which makes the customs controls too slow. There is no place for car

inspection in the existing deep inspection hangar at all. Cars are inspected on the same inspection

pit provided there is no inspection going on on a truck. The controlling capacity for the customs

inspection is to be doubled. Table 6 shows that the number of confiscated cigarettes, oil products

and confiscated alchoholic drinks is growing, consequently, the work load for the controlling
personnel is also growing. ln 2Ot4 the customs officials wrote 869 reports, in 2016 - 3336 reports

on transportation of illegal accisse goods were drawn up.
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20L4 2015 20f.6

Confiscated pieces of
cigarettes LO25 L24 L9527L8 3 894 6L6

Confiscated oil
products in litres 6846 L3 692 27 384

Confiscated
alchocolic drinks in

litres 133.40 266.80 533.60

The number of
reports drawn up 869 L702 3336

Toble 6 The amount of accise goods confiscoted at BCP "Terehova" by the Stote Cuctoms boord
and the number of reports drawn up for the time period of 2014 -20L6

Taking into account the current level of violations of customs rules, it is not difficult to safeguard

the Latvian and EU economics with the existing infrastructure for customs controls any more.

As regards border controls the following cases of offence were reported at BCP "Terehova" in

2OL6by the local Border guards:

- L2 cases of illegally transported cigarettes (431107 pieces of cigarettes);
- 4L cases of fraud documents (17 driver's licences, 12 certificates of registration of

vehicles, L passport, 4 visas, 4 technical inspection documents, 2 international
insurance polises).

- 10 vehicles with fraud identification nummber (VlN);

- L4 cases of fraud number plates of the vehicles;
- 151 persons in search (20 registered persons in search, 30 persons under security

measures, offenders classified under the following articles: 35-SlS 26 article, 5L - SIS 34
article, 4-SlS 32 article, 6 - persons in police surveillance, 5 persons under police

check).
- 25 cases of increased radiation transporting pottery shards, zircon, refractory ceramic

pieces, soda, potash (potassium carbonate), potassium sulfite.
- L0 cases of vehicles being in search;
- 108 refusal of third-country nationals to enter the Republic of Latvia;
- 25 visas cancelled or annulled.

The list of offenses is long at BCP "Terehova" registered by the border guards in 20L6 including
smuggling of goods and vehicles, fraud documents, illegal immigration, radiation, criminals trying
to cross the border, etc. Application of modern technologies for control procedures, proper
layout of control buildings to correspond to the correct control technologies, good visibility and

light in the control zone to notice the fraud documents, video surveillance for the whole territory
with a possibility to record and store the video recording for at least 2 months are the basic

demands for the control infrastructure to safeguard the national economics and EU border to
comply with the Shengen regulation. The above mentioned aspects would help to ensure quick

and efficient border and customs control procedures not increasing the time for border crossing

even if the transport flow and the flow of persons keep growing.

Threats to safety for persons crossing the border and personnela
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ln order to safeguard the natíonal economics additional control technology of customs boards
was started on LLth May 2OL7, i.e., X-ray for trucks. ln accordance to the correct control
technology, all trucks are inspected by the X-ray and then the risky ones are diverted to the deep
inspection hangar for more thorough inspection from above and unde6 unloading the cargo, and

finding the exact place where the X-ray had identified the problem with the density of the
transported goods or substance in the cargo. See the new buildings for the X-ray inspection in the
picture 8.

Picture 8 The new scanner hangor and operøtor's house for X-røy inspection of trucks ot BCP

'Terehova", Moy 2077.

The existing layout of the control buildings is incorrect. After passing the control pavilions in the
incoming flow, the first building is deep inspection hangar and after that - scanner inspection
buildings which is incorrect, because the deep inspection hangar should be located after the X-

ray building to observe correct inspection technology. For the identified "risk" trucks by the X-

ray, they have to drive into the existing deep inspection hangar by U-turning now thus creating
very high risks to the persons crossing the border on foot and bicycles, to personnel moving from
one building to the other, to mini vehicles trying quickly cross the border. Thus since opening
the new scanner in May 2OL7 only in exceptional cases the trucks are inspected in the old deep
inspection hangar because the threats to human safety and environment are too high. At the
same time the smuggling of goods shows an increasing tendency as by table 5. There should be

a new deep inspection hangar built in another location - after the scanner.

There is no path for passengers and persons crossing the border on bicycles in incoming flow, nor
outgoing flow at the full length of BCP "Terehova" that creates extra risks for pedestrians.

Poor working conditions for the personnel, not favourable environment for clientso

The existing control pavilions are 17.8 m2 large on average and there are 4 working places (2 for
border guards and 2 for customs boards) as a minimum. Taking into consideration the amount of
equipment there (communication panel, 4 computers, biometric data inspection equipment, the
air conditioning) the regulation for the work safety is severelly violated here. Now the border
guards have to open the window very wide for the equipment of biometricdata to be placed on
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the window sill for clients to have the biometric data taken, no special room for clients is
provided. There is constant coldness in the control pavilion due to the opened windows in winter.
The pavilions are not connected to the central heating system and the only way to heat them is
using electricity, which is inefficient and expensive way. See the picture 9 of control pavilions.

rF

Picture 9 Control pavilions, people waiting to have their documents checked in 2A76.

As it can be seen in the picture 9, the edges of the paved island for clients are too high for the
persons in wheelchairs to roll up. The pavilions are not accessible for persons with special needs.
There is no special room for client in the customs side, nor in the border guard's side. ln
wintertime the clients have to wait on the island. But there are not less than 4 buses per day also
in winter time, which means long waiting time for passengers at the control pavilion in a row to
have their visas and passports checked and declarations filled which are not very comfortable
circumstances for crossing the border, especially during night time. There is constant darkness
under the sheds also in daytime, the control personnel have difficulties to identify fraud
documents, the lighting is to be improved.

The existing sheds are too short and the control personnel have to stand under rain in order to
inspect the backs ofthe trucks, see picture L0.

There are no places for cars to be taken aside, the pockets are to be erected in orderto have the
problematic car moved aside and inspected more thoroughly at the same time not blocking the
generaltraffic.
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Picture 70 The existing sheds, the inspectors hove to stand in the rain.

There is no drainage system erected in the control zone, the rainwater is standing in pools under

the sheds, see picture 1L. These are poor working conditions for the personnel this causes

inconvenience for the clients.

Jh-

Picture 11- The rainwater on the aspholt in the control zone at BCP "Terehova"
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The existing sheds are rusty and not pleasant to the view, see picture 12.

Picture 72 Rusty constructions of the sheds at BCp ,,Terehovo,'.

o The engineering communications are worn out/outdated and road surface is broken.

Nearly all engineering communication networks are to be reconstructed. The existing rainwater
collection system in the whole territory is broken due to the long term impact from the heavy
trucks, the heating network and electricity networks does not correspond to the actual needs
taking into consideration the perspective capacities. See picture L3 broken rainwater system and
uneven (with patches) asphalt layer.

Picture L3 Picture of broken rainwater system and uneven asphalt layer.

The road surface is damaged and should be improved in the whole territory. The most critical
situation is just on A12 road section incoming and outgoing flow where there is constant flow of
slow moving traff¡c. The road surface needs repairs after each winter, but it is clear that in the
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places with the highest load the reconstruction of the whole road pie is to be undertaken for the
surface to bear the load of the actualtraffic flow, see picture 14.

Picture 74 Picture of the broken aspholt layer of A72 road where there is constont movement of
trucks,20L3.

Delays at the control procedures, incorrectly filled documents and too slow border
crossing.

o

ln a lot of cases the border crossing process is delayed by the persons and vehicle drivers
themselves, due to incorrectly filled documents, ignorance of the regulations on mobility of
goods, personal belongings and pet animals. The persons willing to cross the border and vehicle

drivers are to be aware of a lot of practical and legal issues not to loose their precious time and

money. The persons are to be better informed about border crossing issues.

The border crossing time depends not only on the flow of transport but also how efficiently and

how diligently the control personnel of both sides perform their duties and how willing they are

to address the problem of rows. The longest rows of trucks and cars are on Latvian side waiting
for the Russian controllers to accept them. See picture 15, the trucks and cars waiting for the
Russian border guards and customs to accept them and start the controlling procedure on 16th

November 20L6.
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Picture 75 The row of trucks ond cars for the controlling procedure on Latvian-Russian border on
L6th November 2076.

ln order to address the problem of queuing trucks, both sides (Latvia and Russia) should have
regular round table meetings, experience exchange events for the responsible authorities to
coordinate the border crossing issues, synchronise actions and achieve higher thoughput
capacity.

lnefficient heating system, lack of shed for storage of wodden logs, inefficient sewage
waste water treatment plant

a

During the work out of the technical design project the existing systems for utilities were
inspected and the conclusions were drawn that the systems are to be improved, as it was clear
that the existing systems would not cope with extra capacities.

As it is seen in picture L6, the heat production system is quite old dated but it is functioning
therefore only partial reconstruction is necessary in order to improve regulation and measuring
opportunities, improve circulation of the system and do insulation of pipes.

The most critical situation turned out to be with the biological sewage waster water treatment
plant which was built in 1998 with the maximum capacity Qmax= 60 m3/day. The treatment plant
was inspected twice in 2016 (on 4th March 2016 and 18th August 2OL6l and the water quality of
the treated sewage water did not correspond to national and EU legislation. The conclusions
drawn: the existing treatment plant is 9O% dilapidated, morally and physically outdated. The
existing plant is to be replaced by a new plant and equipment. The water consumption in 201-6

was 2725m3 or 7.47 m3/day. lt means that the new plant should correspond to the real
consumption allowing a small reserve.
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Picture 76 The existing heat production system ot BCP "Terehovq"

No investments can be planned in new control building for deep inspection and elsewhere if the
existing utilities are not replaced or improved. This is a precondition for building the new control
building for deep inspection.

2.5. Description of throughput capac¡ty of BCP lerehova-Burachki" in
reference to the controlling procedures

There is an internationalworking group established consisting of representatives of the National
Customs Board and Border Guard of both countries on the level of experts and managers of cross
border points. The group has regular meetings and organize regular surveys of vehicle drivers to
identify the time spent for each control stage separately and measure the overall border crossing
time. "The border crossing time" shows efficiency of the throughput capacity in terms of border
crossing procedures, efficiency of the controlling personnel that is greatly determined by the
infrastructure and control equipment in place.

The survey in 2016 was organised with the overall goal to estimate the average time for control
measures, the intervals between the controlling procedures and work out proposals for more
efficient (quicker) movement of the transport vehicles to cross the border.

The specific goals for the survey of vehicle drivers were:
o To identify the overall time for crossing Latvian-Russian border;
o To identify the average interval between the control procedures (excess time that can be

eliminated);
o Prepare proposals for improvement of the situation to shorten the border crossing time

and evaluate the necessity for the frequency on organising the survey.

The survey took place on 5th, 7th and 10th September in 2016 and embraced two larger border
crossing points at the Latvian-Russian border:

o Grebneva (LV)- Ubilinka (RU)
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a Terehova (LV)- Burachki (RU)

There were 1009 questionnaires processed on Latvian side. 1099 questionnaires were handed
in at BCP 'Terehova" out of which 700 or 69.7%were not properly filled in.

Thetotalnumber of the properlyfilled in questionnairsthatwere processed on Latvian side are
given in Picture 17.

277

Greb¡eva (LV) -
Ubilinka (RU)

Terehova (LV) -
Buraðki (RU)

r Kravas a/m ar kravu r Kravas a/m bez kravas r Vieglãs a/m r Autobusi
Picture L7 The results of the survey of vehicle drivers in 2076 on the processed questionnairs
(dark blue-trucks with cargo, light blue- trucks without corgo, green -cars, orange-busses).

The results of the survey in comparison with the survey of the previous year (2015) show that
the overall time for border crossing at BCP lerehova-Burachki" has decreased for both flows
incoming and outgoing, which is a posive tendency and tells about an increase in efficiency of the
controlling procedures. The only exception is the time for the buses for outgoing flow, which has
increased from L:53 up to 2:01 hours that can be explained by the increase in number of
travellers. See pictures 18 and 19 about the time of border crossing at "Terehova-Burachki".

8:11 1:03

2015.9
:25 0:50

2O16.9.

Kravas a/m Vieglãs a/m
I

1:53

2:OL

Pasalieru autobuss

The time for ckecking
trucks

The time for checking cars The time for checking bus

Picture 78 The results of survey on the time for border crossing for outgoing ftow (Latvio-
Russio), the blue - time in LV, the red-time in RIJ, A- totol time.

6:40

2015.9

49

2016.9

Kravas a/m Vieglås a/m

1:45

1: 13

Pasalleru autobss

The time for ckecking
trucks

The time for checking cars The time for checking bus

survey on the time for border uossing for incoming flow (Russia -
LV, the red-time in RU, A totatt¡me.

Picture 79 The results of
Løtvio), the blue - time in
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But if these data are compared with the results for border crossing time at BCP "Grebneva

(LV)- Ub¡l¡nk¡ (RU)" then there is much to be improved at BCP "Terehova-Burachki", The

overall control time at BCP "Grebneva (LV)- Ubilinki (RU)" for trucks in 2016 was 6:05 h for
LV-RU (2:06 h less than at BCP "Terehova-Burachki") and 3:15 h for RU-LV (2:06 h less than at

BCP "Terehova-Burachki"). The overall controltime at BCP "Grebneva (LV) - Ubilinki (RU)" for
cars in 2016 was 0:53 h for LV-RU (0:03 h more than at BCP "Terehova-Burachki") and 0:46 h

for RU-LV (0:10 h more than at BCP "Terehova-Burachki").
The overall controltime at BCP "Grebneva (LV) - Ubilinki (RU)" for cars in 2016 was l":39 h for
LV-RU (0:62 less than at BCP "Terehova-Burachki") and L:20 h for RU-LV (0:07 h more than

at BCP "Terehova-Burachki").

The difference in control times especially for trucks is quite large and it can mostly be

explained by better control infrastructure at BCP "Grebneva" where renovation for the
incoming flow was done in 2009, there is a new deep inspection hangar built there with the
possibility to control two trucks at a time. Of course, the better result of CBP "Grebneva-

Ubilinki" than that of BCP "Terehova-Burachki" can also be partly explained by human factor
or more efficient work of the control personnelthere. The personnel of CBP "Grebneva" has

never been involved in corruption cases in comparison with the personnel working at BCP

"Terehova" where the risks have always been higher due to flow of traffic.

lf one looks at the measured excess time in between the control procedures, then BCP

"Grebneva" also shows better results with less waiting time spent that also leaves an impact

on the overall time spent for border crossing, see picture 20. This is the time that should be

shortened as much as possible in order to increase the throughput capacity at the same time
fully safeguarding the national economy and allowing more time for the very control
procedures to be thorough and strict.

Greb¡evas R5V

Terehovas RSV

Picture 20 The waiting time (excess time) spent in Lotvio in between the control procedures, the

blue - trucks, the green - cors, the oronge - buses.

There are also options to continue cooperation with Russian partners to continue decrease of
waiting time between the controls of both countries. ln 2016 9O% of all the time spent for
crossing Latvian-Russian border (outgoing flow) is the time the transport vehicles are waiting at

BCP "Terehova" for the Russian authorities to start their control procedures. Only 10% of the

overall border crossing time is devoted to the actual control procedures. lt means that there are

opportunities to shortern the border crossing time for all types of vehicles by eliminating the
excess waiting time (between the BCP-s of both countries and between the control procedures

within one BCP), also taking into consideration the future increase in flows especially in reference

to cars and buses.

The main conclusion drawn from the survey of 2OL6 in reference to BCP "Terehova- Burachki":

The total border crossing time for the incoming flow (Russia-Latvia) has considerably

improved in 2016 in comparison with 2OLS - 28% on average.
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The time spent between the controls of both countries constitutes -gO% of the whole
border crossing time on average and is to be shortened.
There is an overall positive tendency of all control services involved in the survey
(Border Guard, Customs sevice, Food and Veterinary sSrvice)to shorten the time for
controls, only in some cases the increase of time is observed.
But the total excess time between the control measures has not decreased it stays on
the same level as in 2015.

One of the problematic aspects influencing the results of the survey was insufficient
coodination of the work of control services on the side of the Russian Federation that led
to high level of improporly filled in questionnairs that could not be used for processing.

2.6. SWOT an

a

a

a

a

l.Advantageous geographical location of BCp "Terehova,,,
the gateway to Europe and Assia, location of BCp on the
multimodal TEN-T transport corridor Ventspils-Riga-
Moscow belonging to the Northern axis of the Trans-
Euro n Networks
2. Partners willingness to cooperate and the availability of
support from the Latvian-Russian cross border cooperation
programme and additonal resources from the Latvian state

1". Poor border reputation due to the long queues
for trucks, bureaucracy and poor service, frequent
corruption cases at BCP "Terehova" reported

2. Barriers resulting from differences betwee.
Latvian legislation that has been harmonized with
the EU legislation and Russian national legislation

bu for BCP "Terehova"' reconstruction

3. Pskov region as a regional administration having
limited impact on the flow of persons and vehicles
through BCP "Burachki" under national
competence.

3. Compliance with the international, national development
plans of both countries which include the border
reconstruction

4. The existing infrastructure does not provide
correct control technology, does no comply with
the Shengen Border Code and provisions of the
Union Customs Code.

4. The increasing demand for BCp "Terehova-Burachki,,
crossing, inceasing flow of persons and cars

5. Availability of the existing functioning infrastructure and 5. High traffic safety risks due to trucks U-turning
ent for impleme control and lack of paths for rsons and bicycle ridersures

6. Availability of modern control technologies, including the
newly built scanner and control equipment (radiation gates,

7. Existance of SEZ territory in Latgale region, Rezekne SEZ

ensuring the flow of trucks.

6. Poor working conditions for personnel and
severe conditions for persons crossing the border

7. Outdated infrastructure (buildings, roads,
utilities) not corresponding to the actual flow of
traffic and modern technological demands

reader, etc.atform and ass we s, number

8. Convenient BCP location not far from the large and
medium size cities included in the Future spatial structure

8. Complex reconstruction necessary for BCp
"Terehova"

of Latvia 2 like Ludza, Rezekne, Balvi, etc.
9. Close cultural and economic ties of the population of 9. No investments planned at BCP "Burachki', to

hronize development of both sides.le and Pskov region
10. The existence of international working group of
controlling institutions (customs and borderguards) of both
countries as a platfotm for problem solving.

L0.Persons crossing border are not fully aware on
the restrictions of national legislations on
transportation excise goods, personal belongings,

etc
ll.Additional lands acquired in the procedure of the state
for the development of BCP "Terehova" in the future stages
of reconstruction (located in the outgoing flow and in the
tncomtn flow at the border of Russia Federation
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12. Proper road quality of national roads on both sides of
the border, no restrictions to the weight and speed, no fees
for using the roads. Large investmenst made in 412 Ludza -
BCP "Terehova".

3. Project description

3.1. Beneficiaries

3.1.1. Target groups

The main target groups are
o persons travelling by cars and busses including entrepreneurs travelling to meet their

business partners across border (582 396 persons in 2016),

1. lmprovement of efficiency of control
procedures, technology by modernizing the
existing control infrastructure at BCP "Terehova",
eliminating the existing safety risks

L. Bureaucratic obstacles, high risks of corruption
for control personnel at BCP "Terehova" may

decrease the positive effects of infrastructure
improvements

2. Develop partnership of control institutions to
improve the control precedures on both sides of
the border and educate persons crossing border
with common efforts

2. lnstability of Russian-Latvian (EU) relations,
deterioration of economical and political
relations can lead to closing the border.

3. Capacity synchronization of the Russian and
Latvian sides, plan investments at BCP "Burachki"

3. Potential multimodal TEN-T transport capacity
may be left unused due to the artificially created
restrict¡ons (for instance, not accepting TIR

carnets in Russia, deeper economical sanctions).

4. Capacity increase through more efficient use of
the available territory and buildings, re-planning
the territory and layout of rooms to improve the
flow of transport and persons

4. lncreased flow of traffic and persons means
higher risks of terrorism, smugglings of goods,

crime, illegal immigrat¡on etc. w¡th which the
existing control personnel cannot cope wíth

5. Traffic lanes optimization in the control zone,

erection of electric billboards to change
designation of lanes in peak hours

5. Lack of opportunity for full modernization of
BCP "Terehova" in order to eliminate all
bottlenecks

6. Capitalisation of experience from building the
modern BCP " Vientuli"

6. Further decrease in population of Latgale

region will not be stopped by the national and

regional measures of the planning documents.

7. Efficient use of SEZ status to attract investors for
Latgale and Rezekne in particular

7. The differences in the legislation of the Russian

Federation and EU

8. Eliminate all bottlenecks for efficient border
crossing and increase in throughput capac¡ty

9. Continue investments in modern control
technologies, control equipment to safeguard the
national economies

L0. lmprove environment for persons crossing the
border and working conditions for personnel to
make the border crossing process more
comfortable for both sides
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. transport companies running cargo vehicles and local/ regional entrepreneurs exporting
their production (130 374 trucks in 2016);

. personnel of controlling institutions having their working conditions improved at BCP

"Terehova" (190 persons on average in 2015) consisting of:
- 84 employees of National Customs Board of the State Revenue Service;
- 95 employees of State Border Guard;
- LL employees of Food and Veterinary Service.
o Maintenance personnel of BCP "Terehova" (3 persons).

The personnel of the border control point at BCP "Terehova" will benefit from the improved
working conditions, their knowledge wil be increased by experience exchange events and
Latvian-Russian partnership.

The persons crossing the border will benefit from more efficient control procedures, more
comfortable conditions and environment while crossing the border. They will be better informed
about the restrictions of the border crossing legislation of both countries and EU, thus avoiding
unnecessary worries, time delays and financial losses.

3.1,.2. Final beneficiaries

The final beneficiaries are the inhabitants of border regions having increased economic activity,
as well as increased opportunities to maintain people-to people contacts. The local inhabitants,
tourists and other stakeholders (like administrations and politicians on local and regional level)
will benefit from decreasing time for border crossing. lmproved infrastructure will attract more
border crossers including tourists with needs for various services on both sides of the border. The
investments in border crossing infrastructure will allow to exploit the advantages of SEZ

territories (Latgale region and Kraslava) in full. Thus, new jobs for local inhabitants will be
created. Unhindered regular border crossing will allow looking for skilled personnel on the other
side of the border and that will facilitate the external trade relations. Joint project activity
promotes cohesion and partnership development between regional public authorities and non-
governmental sector as well as contributes to distribution of positive experience obtained.

3.2. Investments planned at CBP "Terehova"

3.2.L. The description of initial plans for reconstruction of BCP "Terehova"

The basic needs for reconstruction of BCP "Terehova" were outlined in the "Report on
Development of cross border points on the border of Latvia Republic and Russia Federation"
(prot. No.14 25.$) adopted bythe Cabinet of Ministers of Latvia Republic on L3th March 2012.

However, there are several improvements done since 201.2 to fulfil the decision taken:
o The infrastructure of BCP "Terehova" has been supplemented by modern control

technologies (platform and ass weighs, X-ray equipment, the reading and registration
equipment for the number plates of transport vehicles, video equipment installed for
customs service and border guards, ect).

o There are deviations in the technical solutions from the initial plans:

- The law cases on the additional territories have been finalised and the overall territory
for BCP "Terehova" " has been clarified. Unfortunatelly, due to limited opportunities to
enlarge the territory for the incoming flow, there are no possibilities to enlarge number
of lanes from 9 up to 11 as it was intended in the initial offer, but the problem will be
solved by other technical approach -to erect electronic billboards instead to change the
designation of lanes freely.
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The initial idea to increase the number of lanes between BCP "Terehova" and BCP

"Burachki" in order to address the problem of the bottleneck there turned out to be

unfeasible thus, the project idea is postponed for the time being.

It is planned to move the parking lots for the retained transport vehicles to the export
side where there are newly acquired additional landplots in order to unburden the
imprort lane having very limited space.

lmplement other technical solutions that correspond to modern circumstances and are

tried out when building CBP "Vientuli".
lnitially it was planned to implement the project in two stages. Now it is clear that there
will be at least 3 or 4 successive projects thus, the costs for reconstruction would be

higher. lt is calculated that there is a need for L4.2 milj euro excluding VAT for full
reconstruction of the border crossing point.

3.2.2. Planned investment of 1st reconstruction stage (Lst project) at BCP "Terehova"

The project includes reconstruction of the following infrastructure:
o Reconstruction of deep inspection building for customs control (1052,8 m2);

ln accordance to the conceptual design the following rooms are planned to be adjusted to the
control needs to serve two trucks simultaneously: 2 rooms for uploading of the cargo vehicles, 2

office rooms, the rooms for storage for technical means, the room for storage of platforms, 2
storage rooms for the uploaded cargo, ramp, 2 rooms for montage of wheels for trucks, the
room for storage of confiscated goods, the room for uploading, the deep inspection room for
cars, the room for storage chemical substances, WC and bathroom for the personnel, WC for
clients, as well as other rooms for technical use (anteroom, corridors, technical utilities, heating,

etc.). The conceptual design was elaborated in compliance with the demands of the State

Revenue Service of Latvia and on 9th June 2017 accepted by the specialists of the SRS National

Customs Board.

Reconstruction of 2 control pavilions for checks of bus passengers and cars;

a

a

ln accordance to the conceptual design, the following rooms are planned for the control needs

to serve two control institutions: Border Guard and customs service: an office room for customs

control employees - 3 working places, an office room for border control employees - 2 working
places, adjoining corridor, a room for biometric data inspection, a room for customs control. The

conceptual design was elaborated in compliance with the demands of both aforementioned
services. All communications (electricity, heating, water, communication cables) will be

conncected to the new building. The territory will be improved, the ramps built before and after
the building, the traffic signs will be installed in order to achieve the envisaged traffic organisation
plan. Video equipment will be installed (cameras will be taken from the old inspection building).

a Reconstruction of 4 control pavilions for checks of cars and trucks;

ln accordance to the conceptual design the following rooms are planned for the control needs to
serve both border control institutions: Border Guard and Customs service: an office room for
customs control employees - 3 working places, an office room for border control employees - 2

working places, an adjoining corridor, a room for biometric data inspection. The conceptual

design was elaborated in compliance with the demands determined by both services. All

communications (electricity, heating, communication cables) will be conncected to the new
pavilions, video equipment will be installed.
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a Enlargement of the existing sheds (2), installation of electric billboards

Replacement of the existing road surface and erection of the new surface in the project
territory

lmprovement of the existing heating system (undertake improvements in the boiler
house, installation of additional equipment for measuring and pumps to improve the

The existing sheds will be enlarged on both sides (one step 9 m for both sides), the metal
constructions will be treated against rust, lightning will be improved, measures taken to scare off
birds taken, electric billboards will be installed with the control system to be operated from the
control pavilions. All communications (electricity, heating, communication cables) will be
conncected to the new pavilions, video equipment will be installed.

Reconstruction of the control zone

The control zone will be re-planned - there will be pockets created for the cars to be moved aside.
The islands will be reconstructed and paved and ramps for wheelchairs will be erected. The last
lane for the incoming flow will be enlarged up to 6 metres for non-standard cargos to pass. After
reconstruction of the BCP "Terehova", it will be the only border crossing point on Latvia-Russia
border accessible for large non-standard cargos (boats or other) that are transported under
surveillance of police. Video equipment will be installed in the territory for the controlling needs.

o Removal of the existing control building

The existing deep inspection hangar will be removed, the territory paved. As there are platform
weighs at the building, fortification constructions made will be for the existing shed cover the
platform weighs.

lmplementation of the traffic organisation scheme

ln accordance to the traffic organisation scheme, the trucks will drive out of the deep inspection
hangar and will go to the special parking lot made to wait for the documents to be filled in. lt
involves the following actions:

- Existing parking lot for the arrested vehicles will be moved to other asphalted lot, which
is not utilised but involves removalof the existing metal constructions, fencing.

- Erection of a parking lot for the trucks (up to 3 places) waiting for the documents to be
filled in.

- Erection of the connection to the road for the trucks to leave the cross border point.
- Erection of the necessary traffic signs and colouring on the asphalt to indicate the traffic

organisation scheme.
- Erection of 3 lanes for the vehicles to pass the new deep inspection hangar;
- Erection of a path for persons crossing the border on foot or on bicycles in the project

territory.

Reconstruction of the existing engineering communications and utilities in the territory
(rain water system, heating network, communication cables, electricity in reference to
the new building and reconstructed pavilions, video surveillance system in the project
territory).

a

a

a

o
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work of the existing system) and contruction of a new shed for storage of the logs for
heating.

Reconstruction of the existing waste water treatment plant to improve its performance

to correspond to the set standards.

The estimated rovisional scope for construction works are as follows

a

Unite ScopeNr The work

l.General construction works

compl 11
Removal of the existing deep inspection hangar
(V=1067m3)

42 Preparation of the construction site stages

stages 43 Land works

I 052,804
New deep customs inspection hangar in the
incoming flow

m'

compl 75 Tehnologies in deep customs inspection hangar*

66 Control pavillions prece

piece 17 Enlargement of the shed Nr.1

18 Enlargement of the shed Nr.2 prece

T9

Reconstruction of the boiler house (including

replacemenet of boilers and reconstruction of the
technologica I svstem)*

compl

L10
Construction of a shed for log storage for heating
purposes*

prece

61 (on the sheds)
+ 60 (on the

consoles)
II Electronic billboards under the sheds and on the

consoles to double the informing function*
piece

piece t772 Barriers under the sheds

ll. Eng¡neer¡ng networks (outside)

compl 41 Electricity works - lightning for the territory *

1,2 Electricity works for supply of electricity compl

piece 73 Outer engineering networks - transformer substation*

44
Outer engineering networks -Lightning and surge
protection system*

compl

compl 1.5 Outer engineering networks -Diesel generators

compl L6 Outer sewage networks

17 Ra¡nwater sewage networks compl

compl 18 Reconstruction of waste water treatment plant

1compl9 Outer drinking water supply network
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10 Outer heating networks m 396

TT Lattelecom optical cable m r48

72 Video surveillance system of the territory* compl T

1-3 Perimeter alarms* compl 7

1,4
Modernisation of the server room and
telecommunication system*

compl 1

Ill.Other works

7 Greening works m2 s235

2 Roads and parking lots

2.7.
Milling of road surfaces and laying of new worktops
instead of existing pavement m2 15 436

2.2.
Asphalt roadway (ground floor, non-binder constructive
layer, binder-related constructive layer)

m' 3870

2.3 Borders of the pavement m 361

2.4. Concrete pav¡ng pavement m2 926

2.5 Borders of the carriageway m 969

3
lmprovement works - new road pavement (full "pie"
including the expansion of the special lane at the sheds)

m2 2 692

4
Traffic organisation (road signs, horizontal markings of
the road)

comp I

*lf the construction costs in the procurement exceed the available costs of the project, the amount of work will be
reconsidered and decreased, "*" indicates the scopes being a subject for a decrease. The envisaged changes in
construction amounts will not relate to the EU funded project and will not impact the results of the project
"lmprovement of border crossing point Terehova-Burachki" funded by Latvia - Russia cross border cooperation
programme.

There are more than 5,3 milj. EUR indicated by the costs estimate of the technical project of
which 3407 077,OO EUR is planned within the project "lmprovement of border crossing point
Terehova-Burachk¡" of Latvia-Russ¡a cross border cooperat¡on programme" and the remaining
costs from the state budget. On 17th November 2016 the Cabinet of Ministers of Latvia
approved of assignation of additional state budget funding at the amount of 1 184 995 EUR for
implementation of the Lst stage of modernisation project by the end of 2020 (prot. Nr.60 48.5).

3.3. The planned results and outputs for the project

3.3.1. The project results

The project will improve bas¡c infrastructure at BCP "Terehova" resulting in time saving for
private car owners, cargo vehicles and persons to cross border in both directions (Latvia - Russia,
Russia - Latvia). The result will also be seen as an ¡ncreased throughput capacity of BCP to manage
increasing transport flows in reference to all types of transport.

The result indicators will be seen ¡n statistics and by surveys of the control institutions to measure
the efficiency of controls like:

- the annual average waiting time in hours for trucks to cross border at BCP "Terehova";
- The annual number of persons, cars and cargos crossing the border through BCP

"Terehova";
- The length of border crossing time for all types of vehicles at BCP "Terehova- Burachki".
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The elimination of the bottlenecks in reference to deficiencies of the basic control infrastructure
(low capacity for passage and control in the control zone, insufficient capacity for deep inspection
of customs, wrong technology, lack of rooms for biometric data inspection and client rooms for
travellers by cars and busses, poor working conditions for personnel) will provide for extra
throughput capacity for all types of transport means and persons to cross Latvian - Russian

border provided the work of the controlling authorities is not changed. The overall time for
border crossing for all types of transport should not increase.

The other result of the project will be improved working conditions for the personnel at BCP

"Terehova" to ensure efficient and speedy controls. The competence/awareness level and skills

of land border crossing personnel of both sides will improve.

The persons crossing the border will be better informed on legal and practical issues on border
crossing procedures when travelling with a pet, personal belongings and transporting goods.

The project will also contribute to better cooperation ties of regional and state authorities within
the respective country and cross border resulting in better synchronised development plans for
future investments in transport infrastructure and BCPss.

More than half of the investments will be made to improve the efficiency of controls of the trucks
at BCP "Terehova" with specific focus to customs controls to safeguard Latvia's national and EU

economy. The efficiency will be measured as the total length of time for controlling incoming
trucks. lt is planned that the total average length of the control procedures would not increase

in the situation that there is an increase envisaged in the flow of traffic. lf there is no increase in

the flow of trucks due to more severe economic sanctions, the time spent for the control
procedures should decrease at expense of better organisation of control procedures and

elimination of the existing excess times in between the control procedures on Latvian side. This

will be achieved by better cooperation with Russian control authorities at the experience

exchange events, better coordination of transport flow on Latvian side and doubled capacity of
the customs controls. The questionnaire will be used to survey the target audience (control
personnel) participating in the experience exchange events and it is expected that48% of them
would indicate "positive" answer that their knowledge and/or experience have been increased.

ls is planned to achieve the following project results:

lncreased
throughput
capacity of the
border
crossing points

lncrease of
passenger flow
(incoming +

outgoing flow)

58L 982

Average of
latest 2 data
years (2015 -

2016)

611 081

5% increase of
baseline value

Source of datalndicator
Measurement

Unit
Baseline Value

Target value

l2o23l

o% 48%
Project reports

lmproved
competence
level and skills

of land border
crossing
personnel

Percentage of
project event
participants,
whose
knowledge has

increased
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lncreased
efficiency of
controls for
trucks

The length of the
controlling
procedures for
the trucks to
cross Russian-

Latvia border

7:68
Average of

latest 2 data
years (2015 -

20L6)

7:68
No increase

expected with
the flow of
trucks
increasing

or
7:3O

5% decrease
of baseline

value,
provided the
flow of traffic

stays the same
( L30 374

Project reports on
the

survey organized
by the State

Revenue Service
of Latvia - the

Associate partner
ofthe project

trucks in 20

3.3.2. The project outputs

The project will produce the following outputs:

o One technical design project elaborated and expertise on the technical project
accomplished;

o The basic control infrastructure of one cross border point improved producing the
following outputs:
- A new building constructed for customs controls (1050 m2) with the ramp;
- Six control pavilions reconstructed, the totalarea (l7Imzl;
- One deep control building removed and the territory improved;
- The infrastructure of one heating system and boiler house improved;
- One rainwater system improved;
- The infrastructure of one water supply and sewage system including sewage waste

water treatment plant improved;
- Two sheds enlarged and equipped with the electronic biilboards;
- One traffic organisation sheme implemented (traffic organisation signs, colouring, 2

parking lots, 18 barriers);
- New asphalted territory erected (2852 m2);
- The road surface of 4960 m2 replaced;
- One communication system erected including installation of video surveillance

equipment for the territory and perimeter alarms;
- One electricity supply system reconstructed to service the new buildings.

o At least 20 persons of controlling institutions of both sides increased their level of
competence;

o Two experience exchange events organised involving at least 20 persons of control
institutions of both sides;

o At least 50 participants at the opening event of the premises;
o At least 5 press releases produced on the project resultts;
o A video made on the opening event and placed in the social media.
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3.4. Risk analyses of the project

o The information on the project results published in 2 websites.
o One information campaign implemented on cross border issues

There are no risks in reference to sustainability of the project results due to the fact that BCP

"Terehova"- Burachki" is the largest land border crossing point but the risks are mainly

operational in respect to procurement and construction process of BCP "Terehova", as well as

political in reference to achieving the result indicators of the Programme. The risks are:

Type of risk Description Probability
of
occurance

Risk mitigation measures

Political Achievement of the programme
result indicator (bV 2023 expect
5% increase of passenger flow)
depends on political relationships
between EU and Russia. lf there is
deterioration of the relationships,
the flow of passengers cannot
increase.

The project envisages achieving
more efficient border and customs
control procedures resulting in a

shorter length of time for crossing
the border. The achievement of
the indicator depends on the work
of Russian authorities, global
political processes in the world
like flow of illegal immigrants,
increase in theats of terrorism,
weapon smuggling, etc. lf the
threats in the world increase, the
length of time for border and

custroms controls cannot be

decreased.

Active involvement of control
authorities of both sides (Latvia

and Russia) in the project
activities. Knowledge experience
events can be organised only if
both sides participate.

High

High

Medium

Follow the political
processes in respect to the
changes of the result
indicator. But there can be

no measures taken to
mitigate the negative
impact if the risk set in.

Two options for the
efficiency indicator are

envisaged - if there is an

increase in flow and if
there is a decrease in flow.
The showing of the
indicator is not ambitious.

The control authorities will
be frequently updated on
the course of the project
activities and all the
experience exchange

activities and publicity
events will be planned in
due time to allow for
proper preparation and

notice.

Economic Due to unavailability of EU funds
of 2O!4-20z}till present, during

High It is planned to start the
procurement procedure
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the last two years the construction
sector of Latvia has considerably
decreased. lt is expected that in
2OL8-2019 there willbe very many
procurement offers for the
construction companies and low
capacity of the companies to do
the work. lt can result in low
quality and in high price.

The flow of transport should not
be interrupted during the
reconstruction process but
reconstruction of engineering
networks and asphalt can be
technically difficult that can result
in time losses and extra costs for
temporary technical solutions.

Medium

for construction as early as
possible and do it in two
steps as to have the
contract for the
construction works signed
just after the grant
contract is signed.

There are str¡ct demands
elaborated in the technical
specifications of the
procurement as regards
transport management
issues.

Partners cover cost
increase from their own
budgets

Environmental There could be an accident during
the construction process due the
intensive flow of trucks including
the trucks transporting chemical
substances, very close to the
construction site.

There will be refuse from the
construction process.

Low

Low

There will be building
supervision purchased for
the works to be supervised
to be in comply with the
work and environment
safety demands.

The construction waste
transportat¡on process to
the landfill sites will be
supervised by the
respective construction
supervisor.

Physical The technical solutions for
uninterrupted transport flow
during the reconstruction process
is technically difficult, as BCp
"Terehova" is the busiest BCp on
Latvia-Russia border. There could
be a risk that the traffic is to be
stopped there.

Medium

Medium

lf the risk sets in, the
decision to divert the
traffic to BCP "Grebneva"
is to be coordinated with
the respective Russian
responsible authorities at
least three months before
the closing. The Latvia
State Revenue Service will
supervise the building
process and will be ready
to organise the notification
process of the Russian

authorities.
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Delay in construction caused by
weather and other conditions

Timely planning with low
activity in winter months

Social
Lack of qualified working force in

Latgale region for construction
works.

Applicant and the Project Partner

are not directly responsible for
border crossing issues, controll¡ng
procedures and increase of
transport flow. They have to
ensure participation of other state
authorities National Customs
Board, Border Guard and Foods

and Veterinary Service to get

involved in the project actions.
The achievement of result
indicators depend on their
activity.

Medium

Medium

The costs for work are

calculated with a reserve
to take the aspect into
mind.

The State Revenue Service

of Latvia is an Associate
partner in the project
having signed the Letter of
Endorsement.

Legal
The demands for control
procedures are subject to change.

The needs of control institutions
also change.

Medium The technical design
project is elaborated in

accordance to the
demands of controlling
institutions, they
participate in the work out
meetings.

When
a

planning the project the following assumptions were taken into account:

The economic sanctions do not become deeper and the political relations between Russia

and EU do not deteriorate;
The personel of controlling authorities of both countries are interested to exchange

experience and contribute to the content of information campaign'

The legislation on mobility of goods and persons does not change so quickly, there will

be no new restrictions.
There are experienced construction companies to fulfillthe construction contract of BCP

"Terehova". There is no steep increase of prices in construction market.

The demands of control institutions for the infrastructure will not be a subject to change.

The Financing agreement is ratified by the Russian Federation, the partnerhship

agreement will be signed between the Applicant and the Partner (State Committee of the

Pskov region for economic development and investment policy).

a

a

o

a

3.5. Assessment of costs and benefits

Detailed assessment of costs and benefits is complicated due to various factors influencing the

flow of transport and persons overthe border like political and economic relations between EU

and Russia, economical situations of the countries, activity of SEZ territories in Latgale, global

processes in the world, etc.
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The assessment analyses in general:
o Economic benefits from the controlling actions of the customs service to safeguard the

economics of Latvia;
o Economic benefits resulting from time savings brought by increased border throughput

capacity.

The assessment is based on many assumptions, which may or may not change, therefore the
value of the assessment is not exact evaluation of costs and benefits but rather illustrating the
scale of costs and benefits. The assessment disregards gains from the effect of better working
conditions for BCP personnel, gains from the increased comfort of travelling persons. The
assessment also disregards the economic benefits from the actions of other controlling
institutions (Border Guard, Food and Veterinary Service), as it is complicated to calculate the
benefit from prevented inflow of criminal persons or illegal immigrants, a cargo of smuggled
weapons or fraud documents, prevented inflow of a cargo with high radiation level, etc.
Therefore, the mentioned factors will be considered as additional benefits of the infrastructure
created. The assessment disregards the additional benefits from safeguarding the working places
of male representative in Latgale region, as well as the benefits from environmental gains due to
reconstruction of waste water treatment plans and improvements in heating system and
renovation of the road surface.

3.5.1. Estimation of benefits from the actions of the custom service

The State Revenue Service of Latvia is responsible for safeguarding the economics of Latvia and
it has calculated the possible losses to the economics of Latvia that were prevented due to
efficient measures of the authority, see the amount of losses in the table 7.

Terehova BCP 20L6 2015 20t4 Total in 3

veafs euro
Confiscated

cigarettes, pieces 8L77549 309L8058 7025I24 4012073L
Possible losses from
cigoretes in euro* 1_098238 4064271. L34248 5296758

Confiscated oil
products in I 5860 3305 6846 1_6011

Possible losses from
oil products in euro 3L68 1_6s8 3764 8590

Confiscated
alchocolic drinks in I 259 LO7 133 499

Possible losses from
drinks in euro 4277 1726 2162 8L64
Total amount of
possible losses 1 105 683 4 067 655 1.40 t74 s 313 512

* The provisionally calculated amount that was not paid in taxes to the state, basing on the average market value
that is used for the maximum retail price of the respective year in comply with the "Law on the accise tax", article
30, item 1.

Table 7 Provisional losses to the state budget coused by illegat transportation of accise goods not
paying the toxes.
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As we see the provisional amounts of losses differ year by year, therefore the average annual

value of 3 years (20L4-2O76) will be further taken into account, i.e., I77I I7t euro per year. The

losses for cigarettes do not include the losses from the cigarettes that were confiscated by the
State Border Guard. Therefore the amounts here are considered provisional and are in reality
higher.

3.5.2. Assessment of increase in operational costs

There is an increase expected of operational costs for the control authorities due to the increase

in space of the rented area. lt is calculated that the State Revenue Service of Latvia will receive

206.9m2 additional room space, the State Border Guard will receive 22.5 m2 additional room

space. There will be additional maintenance costs in reference to the reconstructed
infrastructure observed and extra communal service costs. On 17th November 2016 the Cabinet

of Ministers of Latvia approved of assignation of additional state budget funding starting from
January 2020 for the above mentioned needs. The increase of rent including the extra
maintenance costs of the reconstructed infrastructure was estimated - 14I494 euro annually
but the increase in communcal services (heating, electricity, waste) was estimated 30 574 euro

annually.

There is no increase in personnel costs envisaged due to the fact that the number of staff is

limited and will not be increased due to the reconstruction. The existing staff will have to cope

with the extra duties (doubled customs capacity for deep inspection).

3.5.3. The main assumptions and calculations of the benefits

The following simplifying assumptions have been used to assess the net effect of the
reconstruction of BCP "Terehova"

t. The full cost for the full lst stage of reconstruction works of BCP "Terehova" is 4 567 150

euro excluding VAT that is not included in assessment of costs and benefits.

2. The total amount of investments including management costs and experience exchange

events on Latvian part is 4762773 euro of which 3577 778 euro is the project value

funded by Latvia-Russia Cross Border Cooperation Programme and L784995 euro -
additional state budget funding.

3. lt is assumed that total possible benefit from the actions of the control institutions is

I77L17t euro annually which will not be safeguarded if there are no investments done
in improvement of the existing infrastructure.

4. The annual flow of cargo vehicles through the reconstructed BCP will not change and will
be 130 374 for the incoming and outgoing flow as it was in 2016. The efficiency of the
control precedures increases resulting in a shorter border crossing time for trucks by 5 o/o

or 0.38 m¡nutes time saving for each truck in total.
5. The benefits result from time savings for trucks crossing the border only, no benefits

calculated from time savings for cars.

6. Truck related savings are calculated as number of trucks crossing the border savings per

truck irrespective of the direction.
7. Savings per truck are estimated as time saving per truck cost of one hour of queuing

(waiting) of a truck.
8. Trucks are assumed to cross the border due to commercial reasons, therefore the cost of

one hour of queuing for a truck is calculated as financial cost, composed of:
- Employer's cost of truck driver's salary: calculated as gross monthly wage in Latvia in

transport sector in 2016 plus social security contributions of the employer 23.59%

divided by 160 hours;
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- Financing costs of vehicles: the minimum cost to rent a truck is 160 EUR per day or
6.67 euro per hour.

- No financing costs of cargos are calculated because they differ and there is no
information available how many of the 130 374 trucks that crossed the border in 20L6
were full and how many of them - empty.

9. Only additional operational costs are included in the calculation due to investments in

modernisation activities, i.e., additional cost for rent (including maintenance) and
additional communal service costs, no salaries for personnel are included.

The table 8 presents the assessment of benefits from time savings for trucks resulting from the
reconstructed Terehova BCP :

Number of trucks crossing the LV-RU,

RU-LV border at BCP "Terehova"
Hourly employer's cost of driver
salary (611 EUR) including social

secu rity contributions
Hourly value of the truck
Time saving per truck, h

Saving per truck, EUR

Total saving per year, EUR

t30374

4.72

6.67
0.38
4.33

564 519

Table 8 Quantificotion of benefits for trucks crossing the border resulting from reconstruction of
BCP 'Terehova" (per annum).

The table 9 presents the summary of annual benefits and operational costs of BCP "Terehova":

Amount, EUR

Benefits of time savings for trucks
Benefits from the actions of the
controlling institutions
Total benefits

Additional operational costs
Maintenance costs

Communal service costs

Net benefits per annum

564 519
L77T L7T

2 335 690

L72068
14L 494
30 574

2L63 622
Table 9 Summary of ønnuol benefits ond operotionol costs for BCP "Terehovo".

With a discount rate of 5.5% and span of 10 years, the project cash flows are worth L6 308 573.07
euroloday which is greater than the initial 4762773 euro paid. The resulting positive NPV of the
project is 11 545 800.07 euro which indicates that pursueing the project may be optimal. Though
the project offers a posive NPV, the project cash flows are still estimations.

Year Benefits,lnvestments,
euro

Operational
costs
euro

Net
benefits,
euro

0 (201e) -2238700

euro
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L(2020)
21202r)
3 (,2022l'

4 (2023l-

s (2024)

6 (202s)

7 (2026)

8 (2027)

e (2028)

1_0 (202s)

-L2 63L 2 33s
233s
2 33s
233s
2335
2335
2 335

2335
2335
2335

690

690
690
690
690

690

690

690

690

690

-r72
-172
-172
-t72
-L72
-L72
-L72
-r72
-172
-r72

068
068
068
068
068
068
068
068
068
068

2 L63
2 L63
2 L63
2 L63
2 163
2 163
2 L63
2 L63
2 L63
2 L63

622
622
622
622
622
622
622
622
622
622

NPV (s.s%)

PV of
expected

cash flows

11 545 800.07
16 308 57?.07

Toble 1,0 Calculation of economic net present value of investment in BCP "Terehova"

The calculøtion wos done using the On-line calculator published on

www. i nv e stope d i ø. co m/ ca I cu I ato r/ n etp re se ntv a I u e. a s px.

Due to the general positive Economic Net Present Value, which is in quantitative terms higher
than the initial investments, it is expected that the investments will be outweighed more than
twice bythe resulting benefits. This means that improvement of the basic infrastructure of BCP

"Terehova" can be justified.

4, The analyses of the alternat¡ves

The decision on the project investments was made in spring 20L5 by the Management
Committee of development and maintenance of border crossing points (Committee) established

by the the order of the Minister of Finances No.377 of 23'd July 2OL4.

There were other alternatives for the investments for the Programme proposed to the
Committee and the proposed ideas were considered in reference to the following principles:

priority and feasibility (technical, political and financial):

Alternative project Decription for the need Evaluation
Reconstruction and

enlargement of the road
section beween BCP

"Terghova" BCP

"Burachki" and the road
section between BCP

"Grebngva" - BCP

"Ubilinki" (if the
finances allow). (-3
milj.EUR)

There are only 2 lanes in both
directions between the BCPs and

this is considered the main
bottleneck for the transport flow
at BCP "Terehova" because the
trucks standing and waiting for the
Russian authorities to accept them
in the export lane block,
consequently, the busses and

emergency cars cannot pass. This

idea was proposed as the 1't
priority for the investments of the
programme already in 2Ot4 by

Latvian side and discussed at the
international sub-working group of
border crossing points within the
frame of Latvian-Russian

-top priority to address the
low throughput and traffic
safety

-technically and politically not
feasible as the authorities of
Russian Federation decided
to invest in regional roads not
the roads of federal
importance. There is no use

to enlarge the road section of
4L2 ¡f the road is not enlarged
on Russian side.
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lntergovernmental Committee of
Economical Relations.

Reconstruction of the
control building for Food
and Veterinary Service
at BCP "Terehova" (-1
milj.EUR)

There are cracks in the walls of the
building (now stopped for the time
being), there could be a threat in
future for closing the vet control
point down. This is the only BCP

where live animals are transported
on LV-RU border therefore it is very
important for BCP to comply with
EU regulations on food and vet
controls. ln 2014 there were 11
492 controls done here.

-Priority project due to the
importance to maintain the
Food and vet control point at
BCP "Terehova". But there
are projects still of higher
priorities. The very building in
comparison to the other
infrastructure is considerably
new - built in 2003 with no
necessity to replan the
layout, the other buildings
are from 1997-1998 and are
more downshaped and need
replaning to suit the control
functions. The reconstruction
of this building will not
primarily address the
problem of low throughput
capacity.
The project is financially,
politically and technically
feasible, but not top priority.
The reconstruction of food
and vet control building is

planned in the last stage of
the modernization acivities of
BCP "Terehova"

Reconstruction of the
main control building of
BCP "Terehova" to suit
the modern needs for
the controlling
personnel and
construction of a new
pavilion for the hand
luggage control of
passengers (-2 milj.EUR)

The main control building is

constructed in 1998, the existing
layout does not correspond to the
demands of normative acts, the
rooms are downshaped. The hand
luggage scanner is installed in the
main building and is inconvenient
for use.

- Top priority, it is impacting
the low throughput capacity
of persons. All three border
control services will benefit
from the project.
-The project is technically,
politically and financially
feasible.

The project idea wos
submitted for funding to the

financial instrument of
Europeon Economicol zone
and Norwegian lnstitutions
and is included øs o
predefined project in the
Progromme submitted by the

of lnterior.
Reconstruction of the
existing road surface,
traffic management

The road suface is in critical
situation nearly in the whole BCP,

- the top priority to address
the low throughput and
traffic s
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infrastructure and

engineering network of
BCP "Terehova",
erection of new parking

lots in compliance with
the accepted general
plan (more than 7

m¡lj.EUR)

there is a necessity to improve the
traffic organizational scheme. -financially not feasible due

to high costs. When replacing
the road surface, the
engineering communications
are to be reconstructed as

well and that increases the
costs.

ln 2016 the project idea was

submitted to the Ministry of
Traffic of Latvia with the
porpose to attract finances

within the ERDF 2OL4-2O2O

support to national and

regional roads. lt was

answered that the project
idea as refered to the
reconstruction of 412 would
be reconsidered in the contex
of Mid-term evaluation
process of the Structural
funds in 2OI8-20L9. But
taking into consideration the
length and the width of 412
road the maximum amount
of finances available - 4,2
mi EUR

No investments made at
BCP "Terehova", to
divert the traffic to the
newly built BCP "Vientu!i

- Ludonka (Russia)" and

BCP "Grebneva- Ubilinki
(Russia)"* (0 EUR)

lf there are no investments made at
BCP "Terehova" in the nearest
future there is a risk that the cross

border point will be closed down
and there would be a need to divert
the traffic to other CBP.

Politically not feasible
Latvia cannot close down the
BCP "Terehova" situated on

the multimodal TEN-T

transport corridor Ventspils-
Riga-Moscow without
international consent.
Economically not feasible -
there is no other road directly
going to Moscow.
Considering the investments
made in the road AI2
infrastructure in the previous
years (12.474 milj. EUR) by
Cohesion fund, ¡t is not
econom ically feasible.
Technically not feasible to
divert the traffic to BCP

"Vientuli", as it is not open to
trucks that weigh more than
7.5 t, there is no vet control
available.
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Only partially feasible to
divert the traffic to BCp

"Grebneva", as thg
reconstruction was done only
for the incoming flow but the
infrastructure of the outgoing
flow at BCP "Grebneva" was
not reconstructed and is in
the same poor state as at BCp

"Terehova". -5 milj. EUR are
necessary for reconstruction
of the outgoing flow of BCp

"Grebneva".
Construction of a new
deep inspection hangar
for customs control,
reconstruction of the
existing 6 control
pavilions, improvement
of the road surface in a

limited scope,
reconstruction of the
existing sheds and
installation of electric
billboards on the sheds,
partial reconstruction of
the boiler house,
reconstruction of
utilities and wastewater
plant (the chosen

(-4,7 million EUR)

alternativel

The alternative addresses several
problems:
-There is incorrect control
technology and the cargo vehicles
have to U-turn, creating risks to
human safety;
-the existing control pavillions
cannot chair biometric data
inspection equipment, they are
downshaped;
-The existing sheds are too smallto
prevent rain from dripping on the
control personnel;
-no opportunities to change
designation of lanes in rush hours;
- the utilities are broken and should
be replaced;
-The road surface is broken and
creates risks to safety.

See detailed description of
problems in chapter 2.4.

-The chosen alternative
tackles the widest range of
problems at BCP "Terehova".
-lt addresses the low
throughput of the cross
border point, it will eliminate
the risks to traffic safety, it
will improve the working
conditions of clients and
controlling personnel, it will
provide environmental
benefits and will contribute
to fulfillment of the the
Shengen code and the
provisions of the Union
Customs Code.
-lt is financially feasible,
although does not offer a

solution to all the problems
especially in reference to the
broken road surface in the
outgoing flow of BCP

"Terehova".
-lt will ensure safeguarding of
national economics in the
best way, see the benefits
from the activity of the
customs control in table 7.

*This alternative was not considered by the Committee at all as it was unanimously decided that CBp "Terehova,, is
the highest priority for ¡nvestments in reference to all available programmes including the state budget among the
cross border points on the on Latvia-Russia and Latvia-Belarus border.

The chosen alternative (Construction of a new deep inspection hangar for customs control,
reconstruction of the existing 6 control pavilions, improvement of the road surface in a limited
scope, reconstruction of the existing sheds and installation of etectric billboards on the sheds,
partial reconstruction of the boiler house, reconstruction of utilities and wastewater plant) is the
best alternative considering the following principles:

- Contribution to low throughput of border crossing point as the prime goal;
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)

Other benefits achieved (elimination of traffic safety problems, compliance to
national and EU legislation, etc.)
Social benefits (contribution to improvement in working conditions for clients and

personnel

Environ mental benefits;
Financial feasibility;
Economical benefits.

,)
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